P,

THULUNG MYTH fiND clOME PROBLEM9 OF

COMPPR~ON

The greater the altitude ·ofa region of qouth Asia, the
more likely it is that its population will be referred to as
tribal.
The tra.ditionsland stereotypic ethnographic map of a
tribal area shows a patchwork or mosaic of sub-Breas, each with
its own language, customS and ethnonym, and the typical tribal
study tekes one such group as its unit of description.
More or
less implicit comparison with the society of the ethnographer is
doubtless inevitable, and insofar aathe description is specificallY .
anthropological it will be influenced in a genersl way by comparative perspectives.
However, for those interested in going beY0It4
the one tribi!one culture approach, various aortsof explicit com... parison are possible.
Acculturational studies amount in effect to
comparison with the neighbouring large-scale society, ~mdsYstem
atic comparison may also be made with neighbouring tribes.
qome~~ .
times these tribes will speak unrelated languages (e.g. Garo/Khas$},
but often a framework for comparison is provided by languege fami~5{'
trees.
The Thulung Rai are one among the traditionally non~+:i;.teDat,
peoples of eastern Nepal sometimes referred to as Kiranti, and
their language is classified with chther Rei languages in the B.d:i,c
division of Sino-Tibetan..Although bilingual in Nepali and in;'
many 'to'ays quite Hinduised, the Thulung retain a certain amount of
their own mythology, and in an unpublished D. Phil.thesis (1976)
I have attempted to compare the corpus I collected with the myth~
ologies of the other Bodic-speaking peoples (who include Tibetans}.
The undertaking was conceived as a preliminary step in the direction
of t!le sort of work DumEfzil has been doing for the mdo-European ;5 l
speak:ers5
The motive for confining attention to one segment of
the language family was '. of course to keep the volume of material
within manageable limits, but there are methodologival risks here.
m the mdo-European case the Celtic-qanskrit (Le. most distant)
comparisons have been among the most instructive; moreover one'
might be failing to ask the most interesting questions of the
Thulung material if one ignored comparisons with the Hindu world,
To compare Thulung mythology as a whole with the' great mass of :
Pil.ranic and north mdian' folkloristic material would reqUire
immense erudition. end all I attempt here is a singlerapprochem~nt.
Taken in conjunction with other materials from the borderlands between mdia and China, this points to a family of ideas which seem
characteristic of the area, end which pose culture-historical
problems that deservefuxther work.
The Thulung myth in question was reIsted by DB, then in his
mid-fifties and the most active and respected of the three fully
qualified traditional priests in Muleli, which was itsEilf universally regarded as the first permanent Thulung village.
Priesthood typically passes from father to son, and DB's father wa'3 a
priest.
As tape-recorded, the myth was the fourth ina string
of five episodes which can be separated from each other both on
internal grounds (plot, dramatis pers.Qnee) and by comparison with
episodes from other narr"~tors.
The narration took place after
the evening meal when a number of relatives had gathered at the
death of an old lady.
DB had officiated at the burial but the
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narration itself was not pErt ofe ritual.
The Thul1lng do not
give titles to their myths, but I call this episode liThe Foundation
of the Bhume 8ites n.
These ,sites oontainsacred stones which are
often refer-red to' in ritual chants.
8everal:times a year they
are the sce.meo,fdaytime bhume rites at. which the priest makes
offerings (beer and blood from the beak of a fowl) and invocations
for the comrmmity'sagricultural success ..];n' June a much largerscalebhume 'rite, named after thebhume site ;oalled !)~le ,. is
attended'by priests from neighboUring hamlets and attracts a con,..
s ider.able audience (of the order of 50 people).
Otherwise the'
rites are only very sparsely attended though some vi 11 agei"s may
collecta.rterwards. to dance.
It iscleare~ollgh that .with grow.,.
ing Hindu'inf'luencethe cuB is in decline;' as are the priest I s
activities in ,general.
Most of· the priest t s rites are held in
individual households' and are directed primarily to their anyestors.
The bhume sites (an elomgated, flat ...topped mound in one case, a
towering silk-cotton tree in a small walled enclave at the 8akhle)
are the only public dacred sites in a Thulung village, excluding
those obvioUsly the result; of Hindu influence.
Theprev lollS episode ·on the tape tells of one Mape Raja.
of Luwale, cll1 ture hero of the linguistically distinct Khaling
Rai sub....tribe who l(ive on theDudh Kosi to the north of the Thul1lng~ 1
Mapa is introduoedto rock salt by the 8herpas.
':'heepisode opens
with Mapafalling in with leprosy.. His, wife and her Yo1lnger
brother carry him on a journey but at a certain place he turns to
stone.
His wife, her brother, and then Mapa's two eldes'tsons
try to res1l..Qcitatehim, but·.fail.:Finally his third and last
son, who has previously re(}eived from his father clairvoyant
powers and ritual :<nowledge, succeeds by means of his invocations
and offerings'o'f beer and a cock's blood.
8hortlyafterwards
Mapa abandons his wif9 and her brother at ~alabesi and tells the
youngest'son to carry him further.
The two of them went down to Yaliu, but the wind
made it impossible for them to stay long and they
went on dbwn i to 8 ase. 2
The gnats would not let
them stay there either ~md they came down to the
site of S8khle~ . Here there ,,,a a a 8tone which
suddenly turned round and allowed them to ·leave.
While they were there one of Mapa I s ;thumbs fell
off.
This was not good, and he told his son
to carry him further.
When they came to Rindapu
hamlet in Dewsa they rested, and there too a
bhum<i site was founded -- the Sakhle bhume site
had been founded where this thumb had fallen· off,
and another was founded where t~ey rested at Dewsa
Rindapu..
Next they rested at l'\oIIAi'!...s and Bnother
bhume site was f01lndedthere. 3
'1hen they went
to Luwalewhere another was founded.
Then they
went to Rapcha, where Mapasaid to his son: 'You
have' a meal.
I shall not eat •
Go and look
for firewood.'
The son turned him so that he
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was transverse to the slope of the hill, put him
down, and went to look for wood.
When he re~
turned his father had become a stone (siH!), i3
god (deuta:).
Rapcha should have been the first,
to offer him beer from a gourd, in other words
to worship him, but the Phuleli people came, •• '
south and made the offerin~ first, so they ~ow
pos~ess the authority (hak) there.
We others
do not have the right to perform the Rakhle at
Rapcha without the permission of Phuleli.
The narrator was unwilling to be cross-que~tioned, the story
and the ideology of the .QJlume cult were not widely known, . and there
are many points in the narrative on which one woul~ like ~urther
information.
However, for my present purpose a narrow f$cUS will
have to suffice.
What we have here is surely the 'priest telling
the myth of origin of the bhume sites where he off:\,ej:~tes, and by
implication, the origin of the rites performed thei-~,' which constitute by far the greater part of his public non-li~usehbld
duties (the once-yearly communal hWl1ya rite is everj less salient
in village life than the bhume rites.
The loss of a digit is
mentioned only in connection"With the Sakhle site where
, , DB regularly
off~.ciates, but insofar as the loss is the result qf N~pats leprosy
one mqy suppose that in longev versions he would lo~e,~igits elsewhere.
My feeling Cl wish I had stronger evidence fpr this) is
that the re&son for the location both of this and of !the other
sites (excluding Rapcha) was that they were where digits fell; it
is clear that the r~ason for the location and pre-eniinence of the
Rep~ha site is that it possesses, in the form of a $tone, what is
left of Mapa's body.
We know that even et tne outset of his
j0urney Mapa was liable to turn into stone, and,gilyen that every
bhume s-ite conteins a sacred stone, it would make gQod sense if the
stones in those founded directly by Mapa were his petrified digits.
T~ere is some justification for playing down the faqt that the
narrator fails actuelly to say this: he is speaking very fast,
and two 0f the other myths he told that evening are distinctly
shorter - one ca:.} reasonably say more cursory in style - than
parallel versions collected from other narrators. .
Some of these suggestions find support in w~1at is, unfortunately, my only other version of the story.
The: informant,
~gain in his fifties, had heard it from his father-~n-law, a
Khaling priest in Kanku village.
An old man from Phuleliin the north went down ~o
the plains and on his way fell ill with leprosy
at Halesi.
Being unable to return, he sent fqr
his relatives from Phuleli to carry him in l!t, .."
basket.
When they reached 9akhle his l i ttl~' toe
fell off, and he instructed the people there~dw
to perform a bhume ceremony.
,At Kanku his;'ight
l i ttle finger fell off.
At Khali the beare.~;,
looked over his shOulder end found there was~o
man in the basket, and that his aged relative had
turned into e stone. 4
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to the indigenous tosi implies that comparable cults are widesprea. d in Nepal, and this is the case.
I give references
(1976:523) to reports by HBfer, FUrer-Haimendorf and Pignede from
the Tamang and Gurung, and one can add 8. further article by HBfer
(1971). The Tamang address their cult to the shi~da neda of a
region, Le., in Tibet8.n orthography, to the ~hi-bda~ gnas-bdag
I~asters of the soil, masters of the inhabited site' HBfer), and
Pignede's ~i1do-naldo (despit.e his own suggestion) is probably
cognate.
Thegzhi-b-.9-...9K, often coupledwi th the g-bdag, are
familiar to Tibetologists, end I suspect that one could reasonably
press the comparison to include the early Chinese soil gods.
For Chavannes (1910) the cult of the gods of the soil and that of
the ancestral temple are equally fundamental in Chinese religions
thought; the former t£kes place at a mound a8sociated with a tree
and furnished with a stone tablet sometimes cE:lled the 'seat' of
the gods.
Leaving China aside, Bodic myths explaining the origin
of the agricultural cult do not seem to be common, and this· in itself would give the 'l'hulung narrative a certain interest.
It
also deserves attention as one smong a variety of indications that,
before the massive Hinduisation of the last couple of centuries,
innovations reacned Thulung society mainly from the north.
SimilarlYt still considering local history, one might wonder whether
the ritual supremacy of Rapcha and Pb.uleli was not associated with
some political hegemony; DB';3 fifth episode shows the Khali.Ylg
controlling the southward flow of Tibetan salt via the ~herpas to
the Thulung.
If there i;::; indeed here a hint of political organisation above the leVA! of the linguistically-defined sub-tribe,
it could only refer to the period before the Gorkha conquest of
the 1770' s.
HowE:ver, what intrigues me lllost about the Thulung
narrative is the somparison between it and the .Indian lllyth of
9hiva and ~lBtL
The story is quite well known in a number of versions (see
references in O'Flaherty (1975:334), particularly ~ircar (1948) ).
Sati feels iIisulted by her father Da~a and asa result dies or
commits suicide. Shiva is l'urious 'With Dak~a and also mad with
grief.
He picks up the corpse of his d<)ad wife, and dances over
the earth with it on his shoulder or head~
To free him from his
infatuation the gods conspire to deprive him of the body, end
Brahma, Vishnu and Shani 1 having entered ~ati, dismember her piece
by piece; ~lternatively Vishnu follows behind Shiva and cuts
pieces off the corpse with his bow and arrow or his discus.
In
any case the limbs which fall to the ground become pithas, the
I seats' .,r the goddess and sites of Decvi worship, and 9ircar
collates the lists whicn relate particular Hindu shrines with
particular piecet.. of Sati IS body.
The most famous "Jingle pftha
is perhaps Kamakhya in flsg am where her yoni fell.
Each ..m.1;ha
is guarded by a liIigl? representing 9hiva in the form of BhElirava.
Although names and minor elements of the story can be truced
back to the ~,[ahabharata and even earlier, the linking of Satils
dismemberment tu particular shrines is a feature of tantric
Hinduism, and thus relatively recent in the written record.
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differences between the Thulung myth and the Indi8n· one.
Firstly
there is the question of scale. . Mapats anticlockwise circuit,
setting out (presumably from Luwale) back to Luwaleand to Rapcha,
could be comfortably fitted into two days walking.
Shiva is
sometimes described as 'revolving round the world for one year
full' (Sen 1922 vol.2:292), and the lists of pith8§., cover'the
greater part of India.
Mapa is male, more or less alive, and
carried by eson,while <:Jati is female, dead; and carried 'by a
husband.
A human leper losing a couple of digits is not ~he
same as a deity being dismembered by other deities •
Mapa's Y01.mgest son is presumably a prototype priest, like those whost?-ll invoke and make offerings at bhume sites; <:Jhiva is an ascetic, a
Renouncer.
Tantric worship of a mother goddess in a Hindu: context
is not the same sort of thing as an agricultural fertility.cult
in a non-literate society.
'.
Having said all this, I cannot help feeling that/the
repprochelllent is still worth making.
There are other in,stances
in my corpus where I suspect a watering down of emphasis On sanguinary and physiological deteils, a process which Kroeber took
to be one of the . generaltre.nds of world history.
It iemore
likely that earlier: versions of the Mapa stery contained greater
emphasis on his bodily·losses than that they contained even less.
If so, both stories essentially relate the dismemberment of an
anthropomorphic being who is carried on a journey by a lj'elative.
The seperated bodily parts turn into, or are represented by, stones
which are essential elements at a series of sacred site$.
One way to pursue the comparison would be to study the
number and arrangement of the sites.
The Hindu texts give various
totaIs, some of them (e.g. 108) obviously chosen for their symbolic
associations.
The total of four (Sircar talks. of the eatusprtha
concept) occurs inter alia in the Yoglni Tantra, which ~ssociates
sites not only with the cardinal points but also (Van Kooij 1972:
34-5) with the fouryugas (cosmic eras) • . The Thulungmyth mentionsnine locations if one includes the initial petrifaction end
Salabesi.Sakhle, the southernmost point of the journ~y, is in
the middle of the list.
But I very much doubt if this:direction
of thought is helpful since (among other reasons) Mapat~ journey
is not clearly a circumambulation of anything and Thulurig traditional
thought conspicuously avoids emphasis on the cardinal points and the
use of symbolic numbers.
However the Indian connection between pithas and cardinal
points leads us back to another part of Nepal.
The foir r:;,t;~s,
surrounding the city of Patan in the central valley havEJ J ;'~lg
been recognised as reflecting a spatial projection of tIie notion
of the mandala, and German workers have recently been g~ving us
much richer material from the other Newar cities (formerly city
states) •
K51ver (1976) presents a local 'ma.p t of Bhaktapur
which shows it as a mandala with Tripurasundari in the centre
(cf. Stah1, in press)· surro1.mding by three concentric circles
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containing the aSita-(eight) matrka,the a~tabhairBva and the
astegenesefrom outside in.
For each deity in the depiction
therE3 eXists somewhere in the streets of the city or close outsidei t a corresponding p:ltha, thOUgh the actu8l1ocation of the
shrines is of CQurse less' symmetrical than is depicted. Kathmendu
too is surrounded ,by three esoteriCally interp:reted'concentric
'rings' of pight matrkEi pii;has, which are visited consecutively in
the course of a pfthapuja (Gutschow 1977).
There does not appear
to be a myth accounting for the origin of tliecircles ,of shrines
(Gutschow,.personel communication), but 'it is a sman step from
these newar conceptualisafions of spac9to abetter"'"knbwn Tibetan
myth (the sources are listed' "end Blielysed in P,ria 1978).
"
T:he Tibetan king credited with, the introduction of Buddhism
was 8 historical empire-builder who died in 649 AD ,but the narratives ettached to his name are largely mythical in character.
Under the influence particularly of his Chinese wife, the King
comes to realise thd Tibet is likea,:demoness lying on her back
wi thherhea:i-t beneath Lhas a snd her limbs extending outwards.
To keep her und.er control and render the hlnd fit for civilisation
he must build t:he Jo-khang temple' exactly ~ve,r her',heart alld
surround i t with' three concentric rings of four temples.
The
inilermost ring rmailsdown her shoulders and hips ,and the next her
elbows and knees, f'l€ :ast her hands and feet..
The text~1.;l
references, whibh start in the 12th-13th century', do not always
I'ela.te the same named site to the same limb, 'but the schema is well
~stablishedir.
The temples can he indentifiedwith greater or lesser
degreesofcertalrity and precision, though their real geographical
distribution agai!. naturally falls short of the neatness of the
schema.
I do not know if there' is direct evidence connecting the
temples with agricultural fertility, but the 'left knee'templein
Bhutan is the site of certain rites which elsewhere accompany the
,'Agricultural new Year '(Aris 1 976 :0609) "
The Tibetan denioness (compared by .Aristo the·tortoisethat
appears in certain Ch iIIles e traditior.s) di;f;fersfromMapa and'iati
ill one obvious way: since she extends across thevihole empire there
is no tteed"for her to be carried round it.
Moreover the relationship between'limbs and shrine is different; presumably no ancient
temple in this part of the world is without a sacred stone (often
uncarved -;;., there is a celebrBted one in the Jo-kheng covering the
passage to the supposed surterraneanl8ke'which represents the '
demoness's heart blood), but these ' nailsbf immobility' (Stein
1972:39) are rlOt" exactly 'seats'.
Nevertheless the demoness
resembles the other myt:lical beings in th8t her body 1 like theirs,
provides a means of expressing the h()mogeneity ofa series of
cuI t Rites, and hence, presumably, the religious unity of the
territory across which they are distributed.
Sirc~,r makes a passing comparison of 'iati's dismemberment,
not only with that of Isls, but 8lsowith the posthumous distribution of the relics of the 13uddha.
A local variant on the
latter theme has been report~dfrom'nC'rth Thailand, by Keyes( 1975).

", t:,"
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The twelve years of the duo denary cycle are plaoed in oorrespondence with twelve shrines, each of themposC1essing a relic, and
most of them thought to have been visited by the Buddha;
theoretically theschema ellows individuals to select tae optimal
pilgrimage site in view of their year of birth.
Keyes nqtes
that four of the shrines are located in the. Ping valle~t,~hose
main capita+ was Chiang Mai, four are in neighbouring ~~M1~ipal
ities, and four are further afield (the remotest being-ih B:odh
Gaya and in the Culamani heaven).
No relationship t~ oardinal
points is mentioned and there is no indication the'\; the three
groups are segregated in the traditional 'astro:j.,ogica.l pictures'
which relate years and reliquaries ~'
It is a long way from Mapa' s journey to s\l~h scholal'lt~9
constructions as these north Thai correspondence~t p~? it ~eewa
to me that the broader comparisona are helpful and reley~1:; to,
understanding the Thulung myth.
More generally, each d'fthe'
structures emerges more clearly when it is seen as just {pnt;J; of a
series of possible transformations.
It is clear that tll~:range
of comparison could easily be expanded; it would perhap~ be '
particularly interesting to examine the relationship b~tw~en Idtt~
and concepts using the bodies of supernatural beings to expre~~ ,
territorial unity and those using such bodies to express': genet4e
or ethnic unity (cf. e.g. Macdonald 1975, on Praj apati) • i The
topic is a rich one, and all I shall do in conclu.'=don is raise
two brief points.
Is the fact that Mapa's 'dismemberment' is confined to
his extremities to be connected with the location of the,ThulU!).g'
region at a distance from Lhasa corresponding to the ext:remities
mf the demoness?
This hardly seems likely.
For one thing, ~e~
~imbs would hardly have reached so far until the establi$hment
of the Tibetan empire, and such rapprochements 8S one can m8ke.,
between Thulung culture and that of pre- and extra- Bud~ist
Tibet fail to reflect what we lmow of the state ideology~ of that
imperiaJ period; presumably they 'go back t. earlier times.
If
anythin.gistobe made of the digits, apart from their represent"'":
ing mI extreme etiolation ofa dismemberment, I would compare
them rather with the lingas that guard pithas, with the 'nails'
driven into the demoness, or with 88ti's fingers which fell at
Prayaga or Kamarupa and are associated (~ircar) with the ten
Mahavidyas, the tantric goddess-transf'ormatiohs which a:ppear in
KBlver's map and in the sacred topography of Bhaktapur. 5
Finally, though it is really outside the scope of the
paper, a word must be said on the historical relationship between
tIle Thulung and the Hindu myth - assuming that there is one.
Reducing matters to the crudest possible models, there are.thl'eetyp!1S of genetic relationship one can postulate when fac~d with .
cuI tural similarities between the highland areas and the great
literate civilisation to the south.
The most obvious is, to .
treat the hills people simply as the recipient of influencEls from
the plains, so that in this case Mapa would be adistortect highland version of an earlier ~iti, the result of diffusion ftom
the Hindu world of tantric ideas or their precursors.
It is
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the ' massive Hinduisation of recent centuries, but it is harder to rule
out earlier influences, either directly from , the plains or transmitted
via Tibet.
Secondly, one might postulate the reverSe direction of
influence.
Whatever his Harappan precursors, in popular belief Shiva
is strongly associayed with the Himalayas, and it may be that Hinduism,
especially tantric Hinduism" owes more to the 'Indo-Mongoloids' than
has generaP.y been recognised (cf. Walker 1968, s.v. Mongolians).· Both
in this and certain other contexts, I prefer a · third approach (while
reco g, nisin~ that the ore, t, iCal,lYit is not necess,' arily ~nc, bmpatible with
the others)o This . gives priority neither to the hills version nor to the
plains version but treats the similarity as the result of independent
retentflon of and development :from a common substratum o It would be premature
to come to, definite conclusions , but it may be that the surviving oral
trad:LtioD$ of such peoples as the Thulung have a useful contribution to
make .to ourunderstand~g of the history of the SUbcontinent.
Nick Allen.
,
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1.

For a little more information on Thulung priests see .AlIen (1976,
1974). The Thulung text and c translation very similar to the one
given here were published in AlIen (1975: 156ff), but the latter
may not easily obtainable.

2.

The site at Yaliu high in Mukli has now been . abondoned in favour of
the Bhumethan which is close to, if not at, S ase"

3.

Here we re-enter Khaling territory.

4.

Phuleli ma;y be the Nepali name for Luwale. Halesiis well-known as
the site of a large, thrice-yearly fair (mela) centred on a shrine
which, nowadays at least, is regarded as Hindu. The normal way to
carry an invalid, as any other load in this area, is in a basket
supported by a tump-line across the forehead.

5.

In the same connection one might also note how Mahadbva's linga was
cut up with hatchets into 31 pieces and distributed across the worlds
(Wilford 1795 :367), and how Bha.irava's protuding tongue was cut
successively into three pieces while he proceeded through Bhaktapur; each
piece is cOmmemo~ated by a stone or group of stones in the main street
of the city (Gutschow and Shrestha 1975) •
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